Characterisation of a light chain loss variant of the BCL1 lymphoma.
Vaccination of BALB/c mice with idiotypic (id) IgM derived from the murine B cell lymphoma BCL1, protects the animals from challenge with tumour cells. Escape of the tumour cells from immune control is associated with the selection of variant cells which fail to express significant levels of id IgM on their cell surface. We have previously isolated one such variant, SNAG 1, and shown that, while it expresses less than 10% of the levels of surface IgM of the parental BCL1 lymphoma, it continues to synthesise id material which can be detected within the cell. In this report we present a detailed characterisation of this variant and show that the tumour cells no longer synthesise the lambda light chain. This failure to produce the light chain causes the mu heavy chains in SNAG 1 to remain marooned in the endoplasmic reticulum. The mu heavy chains in SNAG 1 have a normal mol. wt and isoelectric point, and so appear not to be mutated. This is unlike the vast majority of light chain loss variants, in which the heavy chains have been shown to contain deletions. Investigation of the mechanisms responsible for the loss of light chain synthesis demonstrated that, while mRNA for the light chain is present, and of a normal size, there was no production of light chain protein in a cell free system. This indicates that the failure to express light chain by SNAG 1 cells is due to an inability to translate the light chain mRNA into the detectable levels of lambda light chain protein.